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Across

3. to find not guilty of a charge

7. issue a formal condemnation

9. a measure relating to the business 

of either house or expressing opinion

13. a majority of the full membership 

(218), must be present for house to do 

business

16. 2-year period of time in which 

congress meets

18. an order for a person to appear and 

to produce documents

19. members of house and senate 

picked by their parties to carry out party 

decisions

20. a proposed law presented to the 

House or Senate for consideration

21. a closed meeting of the members of 

each party in each house

22. the people and interest the 

senators represent

23. bills that are buried; they die in 

committee

24. lying under oath

26. distribute, as in seats of a 

legislative body

28. a person who inherits a title or 

office

29. procedure that may be used to 

limit floor debate in legislative body

30. the person who currently holds the 

office the office, almost always helps

Down

1. a time when both houses of 

congress temporarily suspend business

2. attempt to combine the basic 

elements of the delegate, trustees, and 

partisan roles

4. the drawing of electoral district 

lines in advantage of a party

5. members who held the standing 

committees in each chamber

6. suspends till its next section

8. People who believe that they owe 

their first allegiance to their party

10. an attempt to “talk a bill to death”

11. to accuse, or bring charges

12. division of standing committees 

which do most of the committees’ work

14. assistants to the floor leaders in the 

house and senate. Responsible for 

monitoring votes

15. the time each year when congress 

assemble and conducts business

17. a bill printed in its final form

25. refuse to sign (typically a bill)

27. adjourn, as in a legislative session


